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1. Introduction
Let A be an associative algebra with product μ. We can get a new associative algebra structure
on A ﬁxing an element a ∈ A and deﬁning μa(b, c) = μ(μ(b, a), c) = μ(b,μ(a, c)). Clearly, this new
product is associative. Now, related to an associative multiplication μa in A, we have a Lie algebra
structure in A deﬁning for all b, c ∈ A, [b, c]a = μa(b, c) − μa(c, b). When A has a unit element 1 ∈ A,
then μ1 = μ. Our interest will be focused in the case when A = Hom(V ,W), (where V and W are
vector spaceswithgroundﬁeldF),withassociativemultiplicationgivenbyμT (R, S) = R ◦ T ◦ S,where
T ∈ Hom(W , V) and R, S ∈ Hom(V ,W). We shall determine, up to isomorphism, all the associative
and Lie algebra structures arising from this construction. When n = dimFV ,m = dimFW < ∞, then
Hom(V ,W)  Fn×m and we obtain a lower bound for the number of non-isomorphic associative
algebra and Lie algebra structures in FN for a given N ∈ N.
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On the other hand, given an associative algebra A, with productμ, we can deﬁne a Lie superalgebra
structure in the vector superspaceA = A ⊕ A, in which even vectorsA0 = A and odd vectorsA1 = A,
deﬁne the superbracket:
[[a, b]] =
⎧⎨
⎩
[a, b] = μ(a, b) − μ(b, a) if a, b ∈ A0,[a, b] = μ(a, b) − μ(b, a) if a ∈ A0, b ∈ A1,
Γ (a, b) = μ(a, b) + μ(b, a) if a, b ∈ A1
and is then extended to A0 ⊕ A1 bilinearly.
In [2] this type of Lie superalgebras A = A ⊕ A, were classiﬁed when A = End(V) = gl(V) and
μ(R, S) = R ◦ S under the hypothesis that dimV < ∞ and  : gl(V) × gl(V) → gl(V) is any sym-
metric gl(V)-equivariant map.
2. Associative structure associated to a linear transformation
Let T : W → V be a linear transformation between (ﬁnite-dimensional) vector spaces over the
ﬁeld F. We have a product in Hom(V ,W), the space of all linear transformation V → W , deﬁned
by μT (R, S) = R ◦ T ◦ S. Clearly it is bilinear and associative, so we obtain an associative F-algebra
(Hom(V ,W),μT ).
Lemma 2.1. Let T1, T2 ∈ Hom(V ,W) be such that there is a non-trivial vector space V ′ such that T1 ◦ R =
T2 ◦ R for any linear transformation R : V ′ → V . Then T1 = T2.
Proof. Let v ∈ V with v /= 0, and choose x ∈ V ′ and a linear transformation R : V ′ → V such that
R(x) = v. Then evaluating T1 ◦ R = T2 ◦ R at x we obtain T1(v) = T2(v). 
Similarly, we obtain:
Lemma 2.2. Let T1, T2 ∈ Hom(V ,W) be such that there is a non-trivial vector spaceW ′ such that S ◦ T1 =
S ◦ T2 for any linear transformation S : W → W ′. Then T1 = T2.
Proof. Given anyw ∈ W ′ withw /= 0, it is always possible to ﬁnd S : W → W ′ with S(w) /= 0. Hence,
if T1(v)were different from T2(v)we could ﬁnd S : W → W ′ such that S ◦ T1(v) /= S ◦ T2(v), contrary
to the hypothesis. 
Proposition 2.3. The algebra (Hom(V ,W),μT ) has a unit element if, and only if, T is invertible.
Proof. If T is invertible then T−1 is a unit element. If (Hom(V ,W),μT ) has a unit element U, then
μT (U, R) = R for all R, that is U ◦ T ◦ R = R = R ◦ T ◦ U for all R. By Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2, we obtain
that both U ◦ T and T ◦ U are identities. 
Proposition 2.4. Let T , T ′ : W → V be linear transformations. Then the algebra (Hom(V ,W),μT ) is
isomorphic to (Hom(V ,W),μT ′) if there are isomorphisms L1 : W → W , L2 : V → V such that:
T ◦ L2 = L1 ◦ T ′.
for all L1, L2 ∈ Hom(V ,W).
Proof. If we have the indicated isomorphisms, then
Φ : (Hom(V ,W),μT ) −→ (Hom(V ,W),μT ′)
deﬁned by Φ(R) = L1 ◦ R ◦ L−12 , is an algebra isomorphism, since it is clearly bilinear and
μT ′(Φ(R),Φ(S)) = Φ(R) ◦ T ′ ◦ Φ(S)
= (L1 ◦ R ◦ L−12 ) ◦ (L1 ◦ T ◦ L−12 ) ◦ (L1 ◦ S ◦ L−12 )
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= L1 ◦ R ◦ T ◦ S ◦ L−12
= Φ(μT (R, S)). 
Corollary 2.5. If T is invertible then (Hom(V ,W),μT ) is isomorphic to End(V), the algebra of endomor-
phisms of V .
Corollary 2.6. The isomorphism type of (Hom(V ,W),μT ) only depends on dimV , dimW and the rank of
T , rankT .
Convention 2.7. We shall denote the algebra (Hom(V ,W),μT ) as A(rankT ,dimW ,dimV) =: A(r,m,n).
Proposition 2.8. If A(r,m,n)  A(r′ ,m′ ,n′), with nm, n′ m′, then (r,m, n) = (r′,m′, n′).
Proof. Wemight as well consider A = A(r,m,n) as the space Fm×n ofm × n-matrices with entries in F,
with product given by μT (R, S) = RTS, where T is the n × m block matrix
T =
(
Ik 0
0 0
)
.
It is straightforward to check that the collection ofm × n-matrices of the form(
0k R1
R2 R3
)
is a nilpotent ideal I of A. Since A/I  End(Fk), which is semisimple, we conclude that I is the radical
Rad(A) of A. Hence, from A  A(r′ ,m′ ,n′) = A′ and from dim(A/Rad(A)) = dim(A′/Rad(A′)), we obtain
r = r′. Now, letW(A) = { C ∈ A |μT (D, C) = 0 = μT (C,D) forall D ∈ A }. In the case n = r, it is easy
to see thatW(A) = 0, so we assumem n > r. If we take
C =
(
C1 C2
C3 C4
)
, D =
(
D1 D2
D3 D4
)
thenμT (D, C) = 0 = μT (C,D) impliesC1D1 = D1C1 = 0, soC1 = 0andweobtainC3D2 = D3C2 = 0.
Sincem − r > 0 and n − r > 0, then C3 = 0 and C2 = 0 by Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2. Hence, in this case,
dimW(A) = (m − r)(n − r).
So, from A  A′ we obtain that W(A)  W(A′) and so (m − r)(n − r) = (m′ − r′)(n′ − r′), from
where we obtainm + n = m′ + n′. Hencem = m′, and n = n′, as we wanted to prove. 
Remark 2.9. Let N ∈ N, then N = 2r0pr11 · · · prss , where p1 < p2 < · · · < ps are prime numbers. De-
ﬁne a(N) as (r0 + 1)(r1 + 1) · · · (rs + 1). The pair (n,m) is admissible for N if nm = N and nm. An
easy computation shows that the number of admissible pairs L(N) for a given N is a(N)/2 if a(N) is
even, and (a(N) − 1)/2 if a(N) is an odd number.
Now, for each admissible pair (n,m) for N, we have n + 1 non-isomorphic associative structures in
FN .
Theorem 2.10. Let (n1,m1), . . . , (nL(N),mL(N)) be all admissible pairs for N. Then F
N admits at least
n1 + · · · + nL(N) + 1 non-isomorphic structures of associative algebra.
3. Lie algebra structures associated to a linear transformation
Let V and W be vector spaces over F. Let T : W → V be a non-zero linear map. We can deﬁne an
associative product in Hom(V ,W) letting μT (X , Y) = X ◦ T ◦ Y for all X , Y ∈ Hom(V ,W). It is clear
that we can induce a Lie algebra structure in Hom(V ,W) via μT in a natural way deﬁning
[X , Y]T = μT (X , Y) − μT (Y , X).
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Remark 3.1. We will write n = dimV , m = dimW and allow n,m ∈ N ∪ {∞}. Then, if we write
dimU = m − k andU is a subspace ofW wemust understand that dimU = dim(V/X)where dimX =
k and X is any complementary subspace toW .
Let T : V → W be a non-zero linear map. Fix the following decomposition induced by T in V and
W resp.,
V = V0 ⊕ V1, W = W0 ⊕ W1,
whereV0 = V/Ker(T),V1 = Ker(T),W0 = Im(T)andW1 = W/Im(T). Then, everymapS ∈ Hom(V ,W)
can be written in block form as
S =
(
S00 S01
S10 S11
)
.
When dimV , dimW < ∞, we get Hom(V ,W)  Matn×m(F)  Fm×n. We will keep this notation,
and concentrate our attention in Matn×m(F).
Remark 3.2. If n,m < ∞, we can deﬁne ϕ : Matn×m(F) → Matm×n(F) by ϕ(X) = XT . Then
ϕ : (Matn×m(F), [ , ]T ) → (Matm×n(F), [ , ]−TT )
is a Lie algebra isomorphism and it is enough to determine the isomorphism classes in Matn×m(F) for
nm.
Then, if n,m < ∞, we can always suppose that nm and 0 /= T ∈ Matm×n(F). Let A and B be
invertiblemaps such that A ∈ Matn×n(F), B ∈ Matm×m(F). Deﬁne LA and RB asmaps fromMatn×m(F)
into itself by
LA(X) = AX , RB(X) = XB.
Then the following is a straightforward result.
Lemma 3.3. RB−1 : (Matn×m(F), [ , ]T ) → (Matn×m(F), [ , ]LB(T)) and LA−1 : (Matn×m(F), [ , ]T ) →
(Matn×m(F), [ , ]RA(T)) are Lie algebra isomorphisms. In particular, if n = m < ∞ then φC = RC ◦
LC−1 = LC−1 ◦ RC is an isomorphism too.
The following is a very well known Lemma (see [1, p. 404]).
Lemma 3.4. Given a linear map T ∈ Matm×n(F) there exists automorphisms A ∈ Matm×m(F) and B ∈
Matn×n(F) such that
Tres = ATB =
(
Ik 0k×(m−k)
0(n−k)×k 0(n−k)×(m−k)
)
if and only if
k = rank(T), m − k = dimKer(T) and n − k = dimCoKer(T).
Note 3.5. If n,m < ∞ then k = rank(T) impliesm − k = dimKer(T) and n − k = dimCoKer(T).
Convention 3.6. We will denote by gl(n × m, k) the Lie algebra
(Matn×m(F), [ , ]Tres), where k = rank(T),m − k = dimKer(T) and n − k = dimCoKer(T). When
n = 1, we write gl(m, k) instead of gl(1 × m, k). In this case, k must be 0 or 1. More over, gln =
gl(n × n, n).
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Lemma 3.7. Assume n,m < ∞. Then,
dimZ(gl(n × m, k)) =
⎧⎨
⎩
0 if k = n < m,
(n − k)(m − k) if k < nm,
1 if k = n = m.
Proof (Recall nm). Tk will denote the n × n matrix such that in its block form is
(
Ik 0
0 0
)
. Thus,
Tres =
(
Tk
0
)
and A ∈ gl(n × m, k) can be written as A = (A1 A2) where A1 ∈ Matn×n(F) and A2 ∈
Matn×(m−n)(F).
An easy calculation shows that[(
A1 A2
)
,
(
B1 B2
)]
Tres
= ([A1, B1]Tk A1TkB2 − B1TkA2) .
Then A ∈ Z(gl(n × m, k)) if and only if
(Z) [A1, B1]Tk = 0 and A1TkB2 − B1TkA2 = 0
for all B1 y B2. The ﬁrst equation in (Z) can be solved if and only if A1 can be written as A1 =
(
0 0
0 d
)
where d ∈ Mat(n−k)2(F).
If we put this A1 in the second equation of (Z), we obtain
B1TkA2 = 0
for all B1 and this is true if and only if A2 =
(
0
a22
)
where a22 ∈ Mat(n−k)×(m−n)(F). When k < nm
we get dimZ(gl(n × m, k)) = (m − k)(n − k). Let k = n < m. Then [A1, B1]In = 0 for all B1 implies
that A1 = λIn, whereas A1B2 − B1A2 = 0 for all B implies λ = 0 and A2 = 0.
Finally, when k = n = m, the second equation in (Z) disappears and A = A1 = λIn. 
Remark 3.8. When n = m = ∞ we get
Z(gl(n × m, k)) =
{
T ∈ Hom(V ,W)
∣∣∣ T =
(
0 0
0 T11
)}
.
Lemma 3.9.
Rad(gl(n × m, k)) = Span
{(
Ik 0
0 0
)
,
(
0 b
0 0
)
,
(
0 0
c 0
)
,
(
0 0
0 d
)}
,
where d ∈ Mat(n−k)×(m−k)(F), b ∈ Matk×(m−k)(F) and c ∈ Mat(n−k)×k(F).
Proof. In a diagrammatic way, we have:
[ , ]Tres
(
x 0
0 0
) (
0 y
0 0
) (
0 0
z 0
) (
0 0
0 w
)
(
a 0
0 0
) ([a, x]Ik 0
0 0
) (
0 ay
0 0
) (
0 0
−za 0
)
0(
0 b
0 0
)
0
(
0 0
0 −zb
)
0(
0 0
c 0
)
0 0(
0 0
0 d
)
0
Put h = Span
{(
Ik 0
0 0
)
,
(
0 b
0 0
)
,
(
0 0
c 0
)
,
(
0 0
0 d
)}
. Then h is a solvable ideal and
gl(n × m, k)/h 
{
0 if k = 1
slk if k 2
so we get Rad(gl(n × m, k)) = h. 
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The following result is an easy consequence:
Corollary 3.10.
(1) gl(n × m, k) is a reductive Lie algebra if and only if T is an isomorphism.
(2) gl(n × m, k) is an abelian Lie algebra if and only if T = 0, or equivalently, if and only if k = 0.
(3) gl(n × m, k) is a (non-abelian) solvable Lie algebra if and only if rank(T) = k = 1.
Proof. (1) If k = n = m, then gl(n × m, k) = gln. Now, suppose that gl(n × m, k) is a reductive Lie
algebra. Then, Z(gl(n × m, k)) = Rad(gl(n × m, k)) and this imply n = m. Moreover, if
(
Ik 0
0 0
)
∈
Z(gn×nk ) then k = n.
(2) It is clear.
(3) If k = 1 then gl(n × m, k) = Rad(gl(n × m, k)). Suppose gl(n × m, k) is a (non-abelian) solv-
able Lie algebra and 2 k, then slk ↪→ gl(n × m, k) which is impossible. 
Note 3.11. If n,m < ∞ then (1) can be written as:
(1’) gl(n × m, k) is a reductive Lie algebra if and only if k = n = m.
Lemma 3.12. Suppose gl(n × m, k)  gl(p × q, l). Then k = l.
Proof. Clearly k = 0 (resp. k = 1) if and only if l = 0 (resp. l = 1). Suppose now that 2 k, l. Then,
slk  gl(n × m, k)/Rad(gl(n × m, k))
 gl(p × q, l)/Rad(gl(p × q, l)
 sll. 
Theorem 3.13. Suppose n,m < ∞. Then gl(n × m, k)  gl(p × q, l) if and only if (k, n,m) = (l, p, q) or
k = l = 0 and nm = pq.
Proof. gl(n × m, k)  gl(p × q, l) implies k = l andmn = pq. On the other hand, Z(gl(n × m, k)) 
Z(gl(p × q, l)).When k = n < mwe can use Lemma 2.7 to conclude that dimZ(gl(p × q, l)) = 0 and
this implies l = p < q. Therefore,
(k, n,m) = (l, p, q).
If k < nmwe get (n − k)(m − k) = (p − l)(q − l). This equation, together withmn = pq, is equiv-
alent tomn = pq andm + n = p + q, so
(k, n,m) = (l, p, q).
Finally, k = n = m implies gl(n × m, k) and gl(p × q, l) are reductive Lie algebras. Using Cor. 2.10 we
have l = p = q, and
(k, n,m) = (l, p, q).
The converse statement is obvious. 
Corollary 3.14. Let k and k′ be the ranks of T y T ′ resp. Then
(1) (Matn×m(F), [ , ]T )  gl(n × m, k).
(2) (Matn×m(F), [ , ]T )  (Matn×m(F), [ , ]T ′) if and only if k = k′.When n = m = ∞wemust add
the following conditions n − k = n − k′ and m − k = m − k′.
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Remark 3.15. Let N ∈ N, then N = 2r0pr11 · · · prss , where p1 < p2 < · · · < ps are prime numbers. De-
ﬁne a(N) as (r0 + 1)(r1 + 1) · · · (rs + 1). The pair (n,m) is admissible for N if nm = N and nm. An
easy computation shows that the number of admissible pairs L(N) for a given N is a(N)/2 if a(N) is
even, and (a(N) − 1)/2 if a(N) is odd.
Now, for each admissible pair (n,m) for N, we have n + 1 non-isomorphic Lie algebra structures in
FN . More over
Theorem 3.16. Let (n1,m1), . . . , (nL(N),mL(N)) be all admissible pairs for N. Then F
N admits at least
n1 + · · · + nL(N) + 1 non-isomorphic Lie algebra structures.
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